ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION
CONSULTING
INTEGRATE AND ELEVATE YOUR BUSINESS
LEVERAGE LEGACY
ASSETS

STREAMLINE
BUSINESS PROCESSES

IMPROVE USER
EXPERIENCE

Sustain the value and
functionality of your
legacy assets in a cloud
environment— without having to “rip and
replace” or rebuild them
from scratch.

Increase your
organizational agility, flexibility, and maintainability
through streamlined
business processes.
Integrate systems and
applications and create a
repository for centralized
business rules.

Increase customer
satisfaction. Provide a
seamless experience with
easier, more secure, and
more flexible integration
with third-party
applications.

BUSINESS
PROBLEM

As organizations attempt to modernize their processes,
they’re faced with a widening divide between new tools
and legacy systems that can’t easily be replaced. This
impacts essential business needs, as an inefficient mix of
processes quickly siloes departments.

SOLUTION

With end-to-end integration, you can leverage legacy
systems along with the new tools and technologies you
need to stay competitive in the marketplace. A fully
integrated ecosystem facilitates consistent processes
throughout the organization and allows for simpler and
more effective management and maintenance.

HOW CAN
VIZURI HELP?

As a top-tier IT consultancy, we’re experts at solving
complex business problems with cutting-edge technology—
all while taking a nimble, strategic approach to leveraging
your IT assets. We modernize what is necessary, and we
intelligently integrate the rest. Our team of industryleading specialists will work with you to develop an
enterprise integration roadmap, clearly defining where
you need to go and how to get you there.

Vizuri began in 2002 as the innovation hub of AEM Corporation, an established federal
systems integrator and one of America’s fastest-growing companies. As technologies
and standards have evolved, Vizuri has invested heavily in diverse capabilities to
benefit AEM’s diverse private- and public-sector clients.

Service Offerings
ADVANCE YOUR DIGITAL
BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION INITIATIVES.
LEVERAGE WORLDCLASS
EXPERIENCE ADDRESSING
SIMILAR CHALLENGES.
Our team has extensive
experience with leading
messaging platforms.
We have successfully
integrated with legacy assets
that use IBM iSeries, AS400,
IBM DB2, and Cobol.
By integrating JBoss Fuse
and Salesforce, Vizuri saved
one Fortune 500 company $1
million a year in third-party
licensing.

SERVICE NAME

DESCRIPTION

ASSESS

These service offerings are designed to help you with strategic planning.
They focus on assessing your organization’s existing environments or
readiness and providing recommendations based on best practices.

Enterprise Application
Integration Assessment

Provide an analysis of the tools, processes and approaches your business
currently utilizes to support enterprise integration and provide an
Enterprise Application Integration Road Map for your organization.

Microcervice Assessment

Examine current Microservice Architecture and existing integration
strategies and provide recommendations based on best practices.

Fuse Health Check
Assessment

Review your Fuse installation, including configuration, feature utilization,
and performance to validate design and provide recommendations on
opportunities for operational and performance improvements.

ARCHITECT

These service offerings are designed to help you with the adoption
and implementation.

Microservices Jumpstart

Install and develop an infrastructure for creating Microservices and
deploy several sample microservices in an environment to demonstrate
the Microservice architecture capabilities.

Fuse Jumpstart

Install product and create sample application to demonstrate core
features and capabilities.

Enterprise Integration
Tracer Bullet

Provide concrete end-to-end integration example that defines a specific
integration scenario. Build solution that integrates with existing systems
and demonstrates:
• Service Consumer Endpoint Configuration
• Service Orchestration Implementation
• Service Producer Endpoint Configuration
• Expert consulting

Other Consulting Services

• Turn key/mixed team approaches
• Migration efforts

We work with clients in a broad range of industries including healthcare, retail, finance, insurance, and government. We understand and have experience meeting the challenges associated with integrating complex systems via the principles of service orchestration.
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